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In this new book he is concerned with such a mutation: the process by which the arduous enterprise of
sincerity, of being true to one's self, came to occupy a place of supreme importance in the moral life -- and
the further shift which finds that place now usurped by the darker and still more strenuous modern ideal of
authenticity.
Sincerity and Authenticity â€” Lionel Trilling | Harvard
Instances range over the whole of Western literature and thought, from Shakespeare to Hegel to Sartre, from
Robespierre to R.D. Laing, suggesting the contradictions and ironies to which the ideals of sincerity and
authenticity give rise, most especially in contemporary life.
Amazon.com: Sincerity and Authenticity (The Charles Eliot
Sincerity and Authenticity the credence the Elizabethan audience gave to the ancient 'bed."trick', in which a
woman passes herself off as another during a night of love, suggests the extent of its commit~ ment to the
idea of impersonation.
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The Demonic Trilling | The New York Review of Books
Sincerity and authenticity Item Preview remove-circle ... -184) and index Sincerity: its origin and rise -- The
honest soul and the disintegrated consciousness -- The sentiment of being and the sentiments of art -- The
heroic, ... Borrow this book to access EPUB and PDF files. IN COLLECTIONS. Books for People with Print
Disabilities. Books to ...
Sincerity and authenticity : Trilling, Lionel, 1905-1975
Lionel Trillingâ€™s seminal book of criticism, Sincerity and Authenticity is a short but dense book of ideas. In
the first section, â€œSincerity: Itâ€™s Origin and Rise,â€• there is a discussion of a variety of sources from
Arnold to Lacan.
Sincerity and Authenticity by Lionel Trilling - Goodreads
Using Lionel Trillingâ€™s â€œSincerity and Authenticityâ€• as a lens, he ascribes the former attribute to
Clinton and the latter to Obama: Sincerity "implies a ...
Sincerity And Authenticity | The New Republic
Romanticism, Sincerity, and Authenticity Edited by Tim Milnes and Kerry Sinanan 2 Contents
Acknowledgements List of Abbreviations Notes on the Contributors Introduction Kerry Sinanan (University of
the West of England) and Tim Milnes (University of Edinburgh) Part I. Forging Authenticity 1.
Romanticism, Sincerity and Authenticity | Tim Milnes
Sincerity and Authenticity appeared just as the academy became dominated by Continental theory, which
sees us as fragmented, heterogeneous and entirely "constructed" selves; its followers would hardly argue for
Trilling's canonical status. Trilling is not unaware, knows the ambivalence of his position, but sees his
vocation as embodying the tensions of his age.
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The Canon: Sincerity and Authenticity by Lionel Trilling
Dasein and authenticity emerge in contrast to this background and out of this background, so that the
primordially indifferent mode is the condition of possibility for authenticity or inauthenticity.
Authenticity (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
Trilling's Sincerity and Authenticity has been of influence on literary and cultural critics and philosophers, such
as Templeton and Kyoto Prize winner Charles Taylor in his book The Ethics of Authenticity.
Sincerity and Authenticity - Wikipedia
Instances range over the whole of Western literature and thought, from Shakespeare to Hegel to Sartre, from
Robespierre to R.D. Laing, suggesting the contradictions and ironies to which the ideals of sincerity and
authenticity give rise, most especially in contemporary life.
Sincerity and Authenticity - Lionel TRILLING - Google Books
Read Online or Download Romanticism, Sincerity and Authenticity PDF Similar literary victorian criticism
books Read e-book online Testimony and Advocacy in Victorian Law, Literature, and PDF
Download e-book for kindle: Romanticism, Sincerity and
How to Cite. WAIN, J. (1973), THE SINGLE MIND: A review of Lionel Trilling: Sincerity and
Authenticity.Critical Quarterly, 15: 173â€“179. doi: 10.1111/j.1467-8705 ...
THE SINGLE MIND: A review of Lionel Trilling: Sincerity
Literary critic Lionel Trilling dealt with the subject of sincerity, its roots, its evolution, its moral quotient, and its
relationship to authenticity in a series of lectures published under the title Sincerity and Authenticity.
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